Vinny’s Basic Training

This year Klondike was delayed due to COVID-19 restrictions, but that didn’t stop Troop 16! In place of Klondike the troop went on Vinny’s Basic Training. It was similar to Klondike in the sense that we participated in stations to see which patrol could score the most points. The stations included shooting sports, an axe yard, and a hole dig. The shooting sports station consisted of slingshots, tomahawk throwing, and blowguns. There was also a chili cook off between the patrols, a few adults were the judges of the chilies.

In the morning the troop woke up to a thick layer of snow on the ground.

Later in the morning we went down to the chapel and had our Scout's own service. After the service was done Mr. Ward announced the winners of the stations and chili contest. Then we cleaned up the campsite and left.